ABSTRACT This essay deals with the question as to whether architecture pre-exists its representations. The tension between architecture and what Marshal McLuhan shows is the dominant framework of Western thought -the pervasiveness of a linear, typographic way of thinking -is explicated, and the position of the architectural book, its avantgarde possibilities and the relation to the new "electric" spaces of information is discussed. The conclusion is drawn that if we are fully to take into account the coolness (in McLuhan's terms) of architecture, then this requires an overturning of the notion of representation within architectural discourse. Architecture: Media Constructions (2002) leave the reader in no doubt as to the status of architecture vis-à-vis the book.
cases, the architectural book will display "drawn," "theoretical," "utopian," or otherwise non-physically present constructions; the pre-existence of these items occurs not as built objects but as creations in the mind of the relevant architect. But pre-exist they do. Powers' analysis runs from late fifteenth-century treatises through to the Architectural Association (AA) Folios of the 1980s and OMA, Rem Koolhaas and Bruce Mau's S,M,L,XL (1995) . 4 Powers notes that Daniel Libeskind's Theatrum Mundi (1985) , was the first of the folios; 5 other important examples include La Case Vide by Bernard Tschumi (Figure 1 ) and Fin d'ou t hou s by Peter Eisenman (Figure 2 ). These were also published in 1985;
6 the following year saw perhaps the most beautiful of all the AA boxes, Eisenman's Moving arrows eros andother errors (sic) (1986), the exquisite presentation of his Verona Romeo and Juliette project in a Perspex box printed on transparent sheets (Figure 3) . 7 All the examples of architectural books are placed by Powers within the conceptual frame -which is also a temporal and logical frame -mentioned above. With an art historian's scrupulousness, the dramatic change in typographical habits -for instance, the fact that OMA et al. ' s book is designed, by Bruce Mau, more like a magazine (as Powers puts it) -is mentioned, although no speculation as to either the reasons or the implications of this is permitted to occur. The extraordinary designs of the AA Folios -some of which, such as Light Box by Daniel Weil, resemble tool boxes more than a book or a boxed LP, and all of which very deliberately undermine the conventional idea of "the book" -are only hinted at. 8 Omitted is the question (or answer): why these dramatic developments in design and typography?
Charles Jencks' chapter follows Powers' and is equally sure of the status of architecture: Architecture as a sign system is ambiguous, as Umberto Eco pointed out, and in order to be understood its message has to be supplemented by other signs. Indeed, as semiotics (the theory of signs) began to show in the 1960s, all media of communication are subservient to words. Architecture stays in one place, while Errors (1986) . The image is of the first twelve pages; the pages are printed on transparent acetate and so all are visible at once. Pages four to nine are text, which provides the black background to the title, which is spread over the first three pages. © Architectural Association Publications, Architectural Association School.
Are We So Sure It's Not Architecture? Tim Gough its meaning travels between the covers of books. Magazines may spread the word faster, but it is confirmed by the book. The medium that McLuhanites predicted for obsolescence also stamps in the electronic message, gives it authority and permanence. 9 Jencks does not display an art historian's scrupulousness in this essay; rather, his is an ideological plea not so much for postmodernism as for the whole conceptual framework within which architectural postmodernism (although not necessarily other forms of postmodernism) operated. Nonetheless the underlying frame remains the same: a work of architecture "stays in one place" because it preexists the medium of the book through which is it communicated and given full meaning. The ambiguity of architecture in semiotic terms which Eco notes leads Jencks to propose, or suppose, that the interpretation of its meaning needs to be aided by the use of other signs such as those between the pages of a book.
10 This is a supposition that Eco himself does not make; for him, semiotics cannot wholly explain something like architecture, precisely because semiotics is a "science studying all cultural phenomena as if they were systems of signs."
11 The emphasis here is Eco's. Architecture is "challenging" (as he says) for semiotics precisely because it is not amenable to total explanation via a notion of the sign; and semiotics is a regional science (as in fact are all sciences, concerned as they are with specific parts of reality and never with reality as a whole).
Notable in this context is Jencks' position in relation to Marshall McLuhan: avowedly anti, and in two ways. Firstly, and patently, Jencks does not agree with McLuhan's position regards the medium of the book. Secondly, and less obvious at first glance, is that McLuhan's position as regards the printed book is subtly misrepresented. The key question for McLuhan, as outlined in Understanding Media (1964) is not the predicted obsolescence of the book, but the implications of the immense changes which printing, allied with the "unique technology" of the visual code of the linear phonetic alphabet, had brought about in the culture of the West.
12 For McLuhan, this change in medium from an earlier more auralbased and simultaneous set of possibilities to the linearity of printing was nothing less than catastrophic -taken in both a positive and a negative sense. What McLuhan wanted to point out above all else was the manner in which the medium -that which we commonly think of as neutral, as a mere means of communication of some pre-existing thing (such as architecture) -is absolutely central to our ways of looking at the world. This is putting it too mildly, for "ways of looking at the world" implies that there would be some easy choice in the matter whereby we might "look" in a different manner. The science of neuroplasticity, which is now becoming mainstream, had already been taken into account by McLuhan fifty years ago; he cites experiments from the 1950s and 1960s showing the effects of neuroplasticity, and in The Laws of Media (co-written with Eric McLuhan, 1988) he quotes an extraordinary book by Jacques Lusseyran where the author meditates on his experience of losing his sight as a child and finding that he could "see" via the intense soundscapes that became apparent once his eyes no longer functioned. 13 The power of the medium was precisely, for McLuhan, its neuroplastic power -that is, its ability to reshape (or "rewire," as the current somewhat reductionist terminology has it) the way the human brain and mind works so that the possibilities for thinking become totally different. In this sense, McLuhan's project was a hermeneutics of Western culture -that is, an investigation of the commonly overlooked presuppositions and prejudices of thought and culture.
14 McLuhan did not state that the book, or more particularly the printed linear text, was becoming obsolescent -he was not in the business of making predictions about the popularity of particular things in the world-instead he showed that the printed linear text had created a revolution in thought and in the very possibilities for thought, and in that sense was central to any understanding of Western culture and its global hegemony -a hegemony even clearer today than in the 1960s. 15 Why, for McLuhan, is the medium the message? Because for him (and rightly so, I say) the message, or content, of the medium is relatively unimportant compared with the impact of the medium itself. McLuhan was here overturning the common form(at)/content hierarchy. On the whole, content is regarded as the message, as the thing to be paid attention to, and the format or medium is nothing other than a means to an end, a means that has a high level of neutrality relative to the content and which, in principle, could equally well be substituted with another medium, since the content would remain the same. That is, in the manner we noted above, the content is deemed to pre-exist the medium through which it is communicated. This is the common-or-garden way of viewing things evident in, and forming the conceptual frame for, Powers's and Jencks's texts. In contrast to this, McLuhan says that the medium is never neutral, and we should pay more attention to the medium than we do to the content. Therefore, the medium "becomes" the content, that is, it is raised for us (if we accept the argument) to what had heretofore been the importance of content.
The issue is essentially typographic: "The typographic principles of uniformity, continuity, and lineality had overlaid the complexities of ancient feudal and oral society." 16 The essence of the (conventional) typographic medium is its sequential and uniform quality, and this quality of the medium acts to destroy the preceding oral and aural modes of communication and thought -modes which were more complex because they did not reduce things to discrete sequences, nor to the visual, but instead maintained a taste for things happening at the same time. For my taste, McLuhan gets close to a dubious nostalgia here -he gets close to the depreciation of our current position relative to some prelapsarian state. The question of a value judgment on the 14 Are We So Sure It's Not Architecture? Tim Gough age of Gutenberg should be set aside; there should be no mourning for a supposedly superior past prior to the fifteenth-century inauguration of print. But McLuhan was pointing primarily to the ontological consequences of the new medium, and also to the then current and future implications of new "electronic" or "electric" (as he called it) media. Electronic media are not typographic in their operation. The underlying objective linearity of electronic media -which McLuhan himself does not mention -could be said to be linearly typographic, if we consider either the linearity of the transmission of current or the essential linearity of the digital computer code (multithreading is predicated on and an attempt to overcome the limitations of the linear sequence of the binary computer code). But the materiality of the media is not what is critical for McLuhan: we must look to its phenomenological effects -that is its operation with and on us and society. And this operation, he shows, has the effect of undermining typographical principles and in some ways returning us to another possibility of thought that had been eclipsed by the printing press. This "return" McLuhan sees as a positive possibility:
The immediate prospect for literate, fragmented Western man encountering the electric implosion within his own culture is his steady and rapid transformation into a complex and depth-structured person emotionally aware of his total interdependence with the rest of human society.
17
It is this optimism that marks McLuhan out, and which is worth paying attention to; there are any number of theorists and prophets of a current or future ennui brought on by the supposedly flattening effects of digital media; McLuhan's plotting of the possibility of an awareness of total interdependence is refreshing and prescient.
Cool Architecture
The implications of this interdependence for architecture can be assayed via a reading of his notion of hot and cool media. What is hot? Hot is conventional printed linear text, hot are all signs systems that tend towards clarity of communication, hot are all media that tell us something unambiguously. As we saw above, Jencks has it that Eco has it that architecture is in semiotic terms ambiguous. Jencks, reliant on the notion of "meaning" -reliant that is on what McLuhan would say was an entirely outdated (even in 1964) Gutenberg approach to culture, implies that this is a defect to be corrected -he states that it is only via the use of other signs (including the architectural book) that the full meaning of architecture can be established. What McLuhan does is to say no to this: he refuses to interpret media (including architecture -he talks a lot about the city, about the house etc.) via the lens of the one medium of print.
18 Instead, he thinks at a higher level of abstraction and places the various media within a more abstract conceptual schema of "hot" and "cool"; he recasts, as it were, the conceptual table or structure or background theory, which previously had been reliant on phonetic writing as its basis. Instead, media are judged according to their possibilities for interaction. The hot medium is like the printed text, it is like conventional typography in the sense that it lacks ambiguity and therefore prevents a high degree of interaction with those who come to read it. This is in contrast to the earlier oral traditions of thought (says McLuhan) whose dependence on the ambiguity of sound allowed for a cooler situation and therefore more possibilities of interpretative interplay.
The lack of ambiguity of the conventional linear printed text is allied with the importance of the linearity of the text to the issue of science and its founding concept of cause and effect. For McLuhan, the power of the media of print is such that the whole of modern Western science, and the scientific outlook (or, we could say, scientistic outlook, if we would wish to imply the hegemonic pretensions of science), is dependent on it. This is because cause and effect is an essentially linear proposition and habit of thought, exemplified now we could say by linear computer programming code but having an immense impact not only on science but also on all modes of thought. The medium of linear typography is in this regard the message we should pay attention to, says McLuhan, because it is a pervasive habit of thought that enables and encourages the development of science and at the same time reinforces the authority of the hegemony of the linear phonetic text. We see here how, when a structure of thought creates possibilities for future thinking, the realization of those new thoughts then retroactively reinforces the original structure in a mutually interdependent manner.
There is nothing cool about cause and effect. The whole point about cause and effect is that it leaves no space for ambiguity. The linearity of the process, the movement through time from that which pre-exists to that which is affected and effected by that which pre-exists, allows no space for the non-determinate. The linearity of reading a phonetic alphabetical text occurs through time thought as a sequence of past-present-future, and this occurrence through time is translated into the way the whole physical world is "read."
19 This is the basis of Cartesian dualism; the lack of ambiguity, the lack of coolness of the new physical sciences called for the positing of another realm (of the mind) which escaped determinism. That science and culture on the whole ignored other modes of thought -for instance, the antiCartesianism of Baruch Spinoza for whom the mind and the body are literally one -was not happenstance but rather the result of the fact that Spinoza was fighting the medium whereas René Descartes -at least the common interpretation of his work -was working with it. That Spinoza is now being read again, that his work is beginning to be taken seriously (via Gilles Deleuze) within architectural theory is a symptom of the paradigm shift McLuhan posits/sees; meanwhile, within science itself, the hegemonic structures of cause and effect have been groaning from the strain of theory and evidence that will simply not fit there. Indeed we could say that the latest theories of neuroplasticity, which allow that 
beginning of a Spinoza-like ontology of thought that holds that the mind and the body are the same thing (seen under different aspects). 20 Quantum theory is a century old, but its undermining of cause and effect is resisted wherever possible, and its wide implications beyond theoretical physics is only just beginning to be mapped out. 21 In contrast to the hot medium of linear print, or the heat of cause and effect, architecture is an avowedly cool medium, in McLuhan's terms. It allows an ambiguity, it refuses to allow itself to be interpreted or given a meaning in the way that the printed text has a meaning, and as such it gives place for a high degree of interplay with those who come to exist with it. McLuhan says "[a]ny hot medium allows of less participation than a cool one." 22 And he notes that it is the "new electric structuring and configuring of life" that is allowing cool media to begin to return to the fore. Electric and electronic media, the new spaces of information, allow and encourage a different way of thought which, in contrast to aesthetics that emphasized the disinterestedness of the relation to artleaving architecture as an anomaly within the philosophical discussions of the arts -can relate to the cool nature of architecture in a wholehearted manner. 23 There is an avant-garde of art and architecture practice that responded directly to McLuhan's "cool" information space. It seems clear, for instance, that the interest in the architectural book evident in the AA in the 1980s and referred to by Powers above is a direct and avant-garde response to the working through of the implications of the coolness or heat of media, in that these works undermine the linearity of their texts and introduce a deliberate ambiguity into their reading. McLuhan theorized this too: for him, it is the artist engaged in avantgarde practice who can cope with the intensity of the change in media, and who can act to play the new medium off against the old. As he says, "only the dedicated artist seems to have the power for encountering the present actuality," because "the artist is the man [sic] in any field, scientific or humanistic, who grasps the implications of his actions and of new knowledge in his own time." 24 The format, or medium, of both the AA Folios of 1985 and S,M,L,XL of the same year is precisely doing what McLuhan says the artist does: the new medium of the space of information is being played off against the old Gutenberg medium of the book. Hence the folio format that invites one to undermine the linearity of the conventional book and which can be used variously as book, poster, artwork, academic text, tool kit, object of art. Hence the drama of S,M,L,XL, which as Powers points out is both small (in folio size) and large (in thickness) at the same time, and each section of which has a different layout tending in each case to undermine completely the notion of the medium as neutral conduit for a pre-existing meaning. The medium, here, is the message. It is not what these books say, primarily, it is what they do that gives the key to their functioning. I say their functioning rather than their meaning, because, of course, the ambiguity of the typographic layouts -messing up our notions of sequence and medium -transforms the book from something hot into something relatively cool, something more participatory.
This transformation, or undermining, of the conventional book layout is something that had been ongoing elsewhere, and which architectural theory, architectural practice, and the intermediating form of the architectural book picked up on. The two obvious exemplars here are Jacques Derrida and Deleuze, both of whom in very different ways respond to the issue of the message of the medium. Tschumi's AA Folio La Case Vide, mentioned above, is of course about Parc de la Villette and incorporates Derrida's essay Point de folie -maintenant l'architecture (1985) , which, with its serial structure and incorporated logos of Tschumi's red follies, itself foregrounds the question of medium (Figure 4) . 25 Derrida's work played constantly with the notion of the book, and undermined it by way of form or format on many occasions: the aim was often to have many things happening on the page at the same time, so with books like his Glas (1986) or Cinders (1987) there are many strands of text facing each other on a single page and which cannot be read simultaneously (Figures 5 and 6) . 26 This is a method of nonlinear reading that OMA et al. utilized in S,M,L,XL where the main text is often juxtaposed on the page with a series of comments (a so-called "Dictionary" of word definitions) running down the left hand side. 27 In some ways this was a return to earlier means of presenting thought; for instance, Derrida's multiple texts are a clear reference to the format of the Talmud, where each page takes the shape of a constellation of different texts which each propose a slightly different interpretation of the central text on the page (Figure 7) . But also the hot form of the book is pushed here towards the cool form of architecture; the reading of the page can never be sequential, it always has to consider what McLuhan calls the "total field of consciousness," that is, a series of things that are occurring in parallel with matters happening out of the corner of one's eye. Is there not some way in which architecture is always happening out of the corner of one's eye, outside the point of focus? Is the sense of enclosure not intimately related to what is going on with peripheral vision, or peripheral sense? In some way you can never focus on the sense of enclosure. Derrida puts it this way at the beginning of Dissemination: "This (therefore) will not have been a book." 28 Deleuze is not interested in typographic games; what he does is to effect the transformation of the book -he turns the book into something else entirely which, while still written in linear format, is far from the mode of thought dominated by the print medium:
A book has neither object nor subject; it is made up of variously formed matters, and very different dates and speeds. To attribute the book to a subject is to overlook this working of matters, and the exteriority of their relations. It is to fabricate Are We So Sure It's Not Architecture? Tim Gough a beneficent God to explain geological movements. In a book, as in all things, there are lines of articulation or segmentarity, strata and territories; but also lines of flight, movements of deterritorialization and destratification.
[…] All this, lines and measurable speeds, constitutes an assemblage. 29 This series of introductory sentences to A Thousand Plateaus (1987, co-written with Félix Guattari) virtually sums up Deleuze's late philosophy, and it is interesting to note that is does so in the context of the reframing of the question of the book. That this should be seen as at least partly inspired by McLuhan's work in the early 1960s, has been argued by Donald Theall and Peter Zhang. 30 Deleuze, however, for all his engagement with McLuhanish topics such as the interplay between the stirrup, the horse, the knight and feudal society, subjects McLuhan to an important transformation which means that he hardly ever cites him directly; this is that unlike McLuhan he never regards technological change as primary; it is always a question of an assemblage which is necessarily social at the same time as being technical. Zhang regards this as a minor difference between the two thinkers; on the contrary, this difference is an important one and is what marks Deleuze out as a philosopher -that he refuses the reduction to a single source and always keeps the assemblages and relations of thought in play.
31
The Matter of Space There is a continuing practice of architecture responding to these questions; the section curated by Jane Rendell titled "Architecturewriting" in Critical Architecture (2007) is a key source for such practices, including the work of Laura Ruggeri and Rendell herself. 32 In relation to McLuhan, these writers/practitioners of architecture explicitly keep their work and their background theories cool; architecture is always a question of the interrelation of a set of more or less open possibilities. As Ruggeri states, "The border between self and city becomes fluid in the metaphor of the 'abstract tourist' ." 33 Rendell's work is, in Deleuzian terms, avowedly minoritarian, concerned with that which escapes and resists the dominant discourse, and does so in terms of an "enigmatic message" which in maintaining ambiguity allows place for the cool operations of "the interrelations between location, identity and knowledge." 34 Rendell makes reference to thinkers of Situated Knowledge and Standpoint Theory; again, what is notable about these particular feminist theorists is the coolness of their position. As Jane Flax notes in clarifying this issue:
Some feminists argue that ethical discourse and the elimination of gender based domination require uniform concepts of gender and subjectivity.
[…] These claims regarding subjectivity, "woman," agency, and justice are mistaken. The felt need for a solid "identity" as the ground of political action and warrant for its legitimacy is a consequence of enmeshment in liberalism, the dominant political discourse of contemporary Western states. The realization of the emancipatory potentials of feminism requires the destabilization, even the refusal of its originary subject, "woman," as a definable category and identity. 35 The refusal of the originary subject and the definable identity is the opening up to the coolness of a participatory situation, and the possibility of an architecture which would resist liberalism and globalized capitalism, is entwined with an acceptance of architecture as cool, as allowing ambiguity and participation in McLuhan's terms. In Deleuze's terms, this would be to read the nature of architecture as essentially an assemblage, or a Body without Organs. What therefore is the materiality of this assembled space, this space that respects the Standpoint or the Situation? I think we can best theorize this by means of Deleuze's distinction between matter and material. In the above quote from A Thousand Plateaus, he characterizes the book as being made up of "variously formed matters." 36 This is Deleuze's materialism in play, but importantly the words "matter" and materialism for Deleuze do not refer to any form of physical "reality." When we say "matter," we must think, for Deleuze, not of material but of things like matters of concern, issues, matters understood in a wide sense: "For he used the term matter to describe the plane of consistency or Body without Organs. In other words: the unformed, unorganized, non-stratified or destratified body and all its flows […] particles, pure intensities, prevital and prephysical free singularities." 37 The Plane of Consistency or the Body without Organs is the matter within which (is allowed to) occur the assemblages and the cool interplaying of architecture. The Plane of Consistency is a space where the relations between elements take precedent -where the relations are prior to their terms. It is within such a space, such a materiality of space, that the discipline of architecture and the medium of the spaces of information can interrelate. I would like to conclude by using the example of Marian Macken's practice and research to explicate exactly how this might be seen to happen.
Macken's work consists of a series of immaculate representations of architecture (including Ludwig Mies van der Rohe's houses) in the form of a book, often using laser-cut paper to represent plans or to create paper models (Figures 8 and 9 ). She characterizes her practice as follows:
The result of the book, with post factum content, operating as a complementary, architectural representation is to shift the building as the endpoint of the design process. The representational lineage does not end with the built project, but rather is elongated. Representation as process is foregrounded and the book revises the territory of post factum documentation. 38 
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Are We So Sure It's Not Architecture? Tim Gough Macken sees the book as post factum because it is "after the fact" of architecture. In this regard, we return, in one sense, to where we began with Powers' and Jencks' conceptual frameworks. For them, it was clear what architecture was, that it pre-existed the book, and that the task of the book was to represent what was already in existence: namely, the edifice itself. In Flax's terms, this is a "uniform concept" of architecture, a concept sure of the identity of what is being represented. This is the conventional space of representation.
However, in another sense, Macken leaves this conventional space of representation behind, or effects upon it a transformation. The space of representation, for her, does not end with the building as the fulfillment of its various representations (the plan, the section etc.) once it is constructed. The endpoint of architecture now comes, for Macken, beyond the point at which it has conventionally been created -it has an ongoing life. This ongoing territory of architecture is a space in which the architectural book comes to interplay with the work in a critical manner, rather as Rendell speaks of a "reconfiguring [of] the relationship between criticism and practice." 39 But I think we can frame Macken's work in a different manner, a manner that instead of transforming our concept of representation jettisons it entirely. In Deleuze's terms, representation is always suspect. It is suspect because it is not so easy to escape its post factum structure, its temporality of past-present-future within which that which is represented clearly pre-exists the medium through which it is presented. The extent to which this pre-existence of architecture to its medium occurs is a precise gauge of its level of cool: the extent to which the putative existence of architecture is prior to its medium is precisely the extent to which the full implications of the new, total field of the space of information is not taken into account. These implications do not only lie, as we have seen, in the possibilities for new avant-garde works that operate beyond the materiality of the book, but as importantly they lie in a reframing of the conceptual frame, a recasting of the background theory of architecture, the creation of a new set or table of possibilities, and a new reworking of the neuroplasticity of the brain or mind in relation to architecture. In this regard, it does not matter that Macken's work works with the conventional material of paper and the artist's book, rather than within a more ephemeral space of information. What is important is not the materiality of the work, but rather the ontological implications we can draw from it and from Macken's reflective observations.
What happens when the whole problematic of representation in architecture is dropped -following Deleuze -is that the pre-existence of architecture to the interplay within which it occurs disappears. Here, architecture does not so much exist as happen as the cool event of, in this case, its relation to and occurrence with and through Macken's work. Mies' Brick Country House 40 -an architecture that was never built and which only exists in ambiguous representations never fully resolved -
